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AV Portal - Overview 
 

The AV Portal brings together three key products from 1602 Group under one universal umbrella. 1602 

Group is leveraging extensive experience in real-time control to merge the ease of use of commercial 

touchscreens with an Industrial controller built specifically for the AV industry. 

The system is a combination of three key units that can operate independently or combined as in the 

diagram below. 

 

The AV-Portal Transport communicates with other output devices via the network and a series of DIN 

rail modules with their own Ethernet backbone. Network control of other devices is available with a 

variety of protocols such as AES70, DMX, Artnet and OSC. 

 The AV-Portal Controller currently runs on two platforms: Windows 10 and Linux. It acts as the core 

server for the touchscreens and the TiMax controller that can be directly connected as screens or via a 

network from other slave computers. As modules are added to the Portal they can be marked to be 

added to the controller where they are arranged on the touchscreen. 

The AV-Portal Translator shown above as an add-on to the Portal Controller can also operate 

independently. Its task is to translate one protocol command to another, using a database to lookup the 

translation and be controlled by an easy to use screen.  
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AV-Portal Transport 
A new industrial controller designed for the AV industry. Based on our MultiSystem controller used for 

the world's pipe organ market 1602 Group has developed a fully modular high speed control system to 

read, process and transmit control data over multiple locations site-wide. 

 

Based on a network of small but powerful processors the Portal system harnesses the Internet of Things 

(IoT) model to produce a flexible but cost effective controller system that is remotely programmable via 

a web browser. 

 Fully scalable 

 AES70 compatible 

 DIN rail modules for flexibility 

 Timecode driven events controller 

 Link with AV-Portal Controller and AV-Portal Translator for more features 

 Unlimited nodes 

 Unlimited GPIO and direct outputs 

 Low latency 

 Ethernet backbone IoT ready 

The Transport moves AV control data over an Ethernet backbone with low latency and modules 

designed for the AV industry such as MIDI, DMX and GPIO. Designed to be real-time and with timecode 

protocols at its core it fits easily into any AV integration. 
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The Transport provides the hardware base for the system and integrates with the Portal Controller for 

user interaction using browser based technology on any commercial screen.  Each Portal Transport 

processor can serve pages to a controller or receive control code directly from a standalone controller 

on another computer. 

 

Portal Controller screens are typically constructed from modules generated from the Portal Transport 

layout.  For example if there are switch inputs available on the Transport then buttons can be called up 

for the Controller screen.  It is then just a case of dragging them into position and choosing colors and 

styles. 

Communication with others 
The AV-Portal system provides a network communication backbone with unlimited nodes which can 

directly control GPIO, MIDI, DMX and other hardware via USB ports. Each node cab also send and 

receive data via IP but when it is necessary to communicate with other devices the AV-Portal Translator 

module is available to convert protocols. 
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Current AV-Portal Control Systems: 
The Fremont Street Experience 

 

The Brief: 
To design an audio controller that would manage a 52 speaker system running an AV experience over 4 

city blocks. A TiMax processor is used to route signals from 3 live stages, a Pandora video server and 

several other performers including animating audio for the video playback. The system runs 24 x 7 and 

needs to be operated by a support team of audio engineers, security and office staff. 

The Solution: 
The TiMax software is used for programming the audio system but a Portal Processor running a 

touchscreen is used for day to day operation, running shows and routing various live entertainment to 

the correct zones on the street. 

The Technology: 
Portal Controller running on a Linux-based 1U rack server controls a TiMax audio matrix by serving 

webapps to a local network.  A Windows- based touchscreen with IE webapp on a separate computer 

and TiMax control software on a separate computer for programming are both available to the 

operators. 
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Star Wars Weekends 

 

 

The Brief: 
To design a cost effective audio animation system that could track timecode but also be easy to program 

for a show and offer manual override if the cast missed the cues. 

The Solution: 
A touchscreen interface controlling a TiMax matrix. The TiMax routes audio inputs to zones based on 

cues sent using its Ethernet control codes. The Portal controller transmits cue control to the TiMax 

based on the position of 6 actors on the touchscreen. The position of the actors is also captured on the 

Portal Controller and triggered from timecode. 

During a normal run of the show timecode animates the screen and the audio. An operator simply 

touches a zone to manually override a cue. 
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MIDI based Editor Longwood Gardens 

 

The Brief: 
Editing music control files where a large amount of the data is in SySEx data is difficult. An easy to use 

intuitive editor was needed. 

The Solution: 
The Portal Controller runs a standard MIDI editor for notes and controlling the “Piano Roll” based 

timeline editor. In addition it synchronizes a second touch screen to graphically edit the SysEx data. 
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Pipe Organ control for the Montreal Symphony 
 

 

The Brief: 
The new organ for the Montreal Symphony needed a very compact low profile mobile console so the 

organist could play the instrument while seated in the orchestra and be able to see the conductor. 

However, the specification called for a sophisticated set of controls and be able to operate in multiple 

languages. 

The Solution: 
A Portal controller operating over a wireless network uses a standard iPad as a control panel running a 

webapp. 
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Soundscapes at the National Gallery 
 

 

The Brief: 
The National Gallery in London hosted an exhibition of soundscapes accompanying a selection of their 

works of art. Each room had a soundscape created by an artist but a simple way to control the level was 

required for each room and also the overall sound of the exhibition such as muting the playback for 

announcements. 

 The Solution: 
A Portal controller operating over a wireless network uses a standard iPad as a control panel running a 

webapp. 
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3D Audio Controller 

 

The Brief: 
To provide real-time panning of audio in a large room where multiple sounds have to be positioned 

anywhere in the space. 

The control is both real-time from an operator and optionally tracked to timecode by recalling recorded 

movements against time.  

The Solution: 
A touchscreen interface controlling a TiMax matrix. The TiMax routes audio to room coordinates, based 

on cues sent using its Ethernet control codes. The Portal controller transmits PanSpace control to the 

TiMax, based on the position of multiple screen icons that can be dragged around a graphical 

representation of the space at will. The position of the icons is also captured on the Portal Controller 

and triggered from timecode. 

 


